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The Land of stories series
by Chris Colfer

Through the mysterious powers of a cherished
book of stories, twins Alex and Connor leave
their world behind and find themselves in a
foreign land full of wonder and magic where
they come face-to-face with fairy tale
characters they grew up reading about. But
after a series of encounters with witches,
wolves, goblins, and trolls alike, getting back
home is going to be harder than they thought.

The Hazel Wood
by Melissa Albert
Seventeen-year-old Alice and her mother have spent most of
Alice’s life on the road, always a step ahead of the uncanny bad
luck biting at their heels. But when Alice’s grandmother, the
reclusive author of a cult-classic book of pitch-dark fairy tales,
dies alone on her estate, the Hazel Wood, Alice learns how bad her
luck can really get: Her mother is stolen away by a figure who
claims to come from the Hinterland, the cruel supernatural world
where her grandmother's stories are set. Alice's only lead is the
message her mother left behind: “Stay away from the Hazel Wood.”

What if Cinderella never tried on the glass slipper?

Disney's twisted tale series

What if Anna and Elsa never knew each other?
What if Ariel had never defeated Ursula?
What if Wendy first traveled to Neverland with
Captain Hook?
What if Bell's mother cursed the Beast?
What if the sleeping beauty never woke up?

Villain tales series by serena
valentino

It is a tale of mothers and daughters, of
youth and dark magic. It is a tale of the
old witch. Throughout the Villains series,
the Odd Sisters have meddled in the lives
of the Wicked Queen, The Beast, Ursula,
Maleficent, and Mother Gothel, changing
the course of fate for the greatest villains
ever known.

Monstrous affections
Predatory kraken that sing; band members and
betrayed friends who happen to be demonic;
harpies as likely to attract as repel. Welcome to
a world where humans live side by side with
monsters. Here you’ll find an architect of hell
on earth, spectral boy toys, a Maori force of
nature, and a landform that claims lives.
Fifteen top voices in speculative fiction explore
the intersection of fear and love in a haunting,
at times hilarious, darkly imaginative volume.

Ella enchanted by gail
carson levine

At birth, Ella is inadvertently cursed by an imprudent young fairy named Lucinda, who bestows
on her the "gift" of obedience. Anything anyone tells her to do, Ella must obey. Another girl
might have been cowed by this affliction, but not feisty Ella. When her beloved mother dies,
leaving her in the care of a mostly absent and avaricious father, and later, a loathsome
stepmother and two treacherous stepsisters, Ella's life and well -being seem to be in grave peril.
But her intelligence and saucy nature keep her in good stead as she sets out on a quest for
freedom and self-discovery as she tries to track down Lucinda to undo the curse, fending off
ogres, befriending elves, and falling in love with a prince along the way. Yes, there is a pumpkin
coach, a glass slipper, and a happily ever after, but this is the most remarkable, delightful, and
profound version of Cinderella you'll ever read.

Inkheart by

cornelia funke
One cruel night, Meggie's father reads aloud from a
book called INKHEART -- and an evil ruler escapes the
boundaries of fiction and lands in their living room.
Suddenly, Meggie is smack in the middle of the kind
of adventure she has only read about in books. Meggie
must learn to harness the magic that has conjured this
nightmare. For only she can change the course of the
story that has changed her life forever.
This is INKHEART -- a timeless tale about books,
about imagination, about life. Dare to read it aloud.

The adventure zone by Carey
pietsch and the mcelroys

Welcome to the Adventure Zone! See the illustrated exploits of three lovable dummies set

loose in a classic fantasy adventure! Read their journey from small-time bodyguards to
world-class artifact hunters! Marvel at the sheer metafictional chutzpah of a graphic
novel based on a story created in a podcast where three dudes and their dad play a
tabletop role playing game in real time!
Join Taako the elf wizard, Merle the dwarf cleric, and Magnus the human warrior for an
adventure they are poorly equipped to handle at best, guided ("guided") by their snarky
DM, in a graphic novel that, like the smash-hit podcast it's based on, will tickle your
funny bone, tug your heartstrings, and probably pants you if you give it half a chance.

Here, there be dragons
by james a. owen

An unusual murder brings together three strangers, John, Jack, and
Charles, on a rainy night in London during World War I. An eccentric
little man called Bert tells them that they are now the caretakers of
the Imaginarium Geographica -- an atlas of all the lands that have
ever existed in myth and legend. Traveling to the very realm of the
imagination itself, they must learn to overcome their fears and trust
in one another if they are to defeat the dark forces that threaten the
destiny of two worlds. The first in The Chronicles of the Imaginarium
Geographica series, Here, There Be Dragons brings the greatest heroes,
villains, and lands of classic literature together in one world, the fate
of which is closely linked to our own.

Rwby by Monty oum
Monsters known as the Grimm are wreaking havoc on the world of
Remnant. Ruby Rose seeks to become a Huntress, someone who
eliminates the Grimm and protects the land. She enrolls at Beacon
Academy, eager for the tests and combat challenges to come.
This action-packed fantasy series is full of references to classic stories.
Follow Ruby and her teammates Weiss Schnee, Blake Belladonna, and
Yang Xiao Long as they fight against creatures of nightmare.

And the ocean was our
sky by patrick ness
With harpoons strapped to their backs, the proud whales
of Bathsheba's pod live for the hunt, fighting in the
ongoing war against the world of men. When they
attack a ship bobbing on the surface of the Abyss, they
expect to find easy prey. Instead, they find the trail of a
myth, a monster, perhaps the devil himself... As their
relentless Captain leads the chase, they embark on a
final, vengeful hunt, one that will forever change the
worlds of both whales and men.

Lore olympus by rachel smythe
Persephone, young goddess of spring, is new to Olympus. Her mother,
Demeter, has raised her in the mortal realm, but after Persephone
promises to train as a sacred virgin, she’s allowed to live in the fastmoving, glamorous world of the gods. When her roommate, Artemis,
takes her to a party, her entire life changes: she meets Hades and feels
an immediate spark with the charming yet misunderstood ruler of the
Underworld. Now Persephone must navigate the confusing politics and
relationships that rule Olympus, while also figuring out her own place
— and her own power.

